
Up to $1.2 Billion for the Audience, Cast, & Sponsors of 3 Movies – Everything has a learning curve.  
You have 3 opportunities.  One is to start or join a team that signs a petition to buy a movie ticket in 
advance.  No money is collected.  The second is to buy a ticket at the door and hope for the best.  You 
can make it without a team, but it is harder.  The third is not to buy a movie ticket in advance or at the 
door and just associate with someone who buys a movie ticket and becomes successful in fulling their 
dream or want.  Never underestimate the power of the Principle of Association and all the laws of 
achievement and principles of success.  The learning curve is simple to do.  It is also simple not to do.  
Best place to start is a book called, Think and Grow Rich by Napoleon Hill, Chapter on Imagination.  
We will be providing a step by step approach in our own book, The Last Responders, that you can be 
part of or benefit from.  Asking starts the receiving process.  
 
Baby Boomers are giving away $30 Trillion over 20 years.  1% of their giving to opportunities in 
the Unknown such as The Last Responders will create a foundation for making sure the boomers are 
not the last generation to live better than their parents.  If the Free Enterprise System is not burdened by 
government and institutions, human thoughts will have a tendency to be transformed into the physical 
equivalency needed to preserve the baby boomer legacy.  When Artificial Intelligence is operational to 
its fullest in the system created by The Last Responders, will provide millions with the opportunity to 
fulfill dreams in the greatest economic boom in world history for those prepared and in a cloud.    
 
Americans are the 26th best prepared nation to use Artificial Intelligence.  The Last Responders 
will be introducing tools and providing opportunity to use the tools to assist your success for as little as 
$10.00 in advance to see a movie.    
 
3 Movies show how to solve 3 trillion-dollar problems with use of the same dollar.  Our first  
3 problems illustrated in the first 2 movies are: 1. Affordable Housing – 2. Cutting Student Loan 
Debt in up to ½ – 3. Preserving the American Adventure so the American Dream has the opportunity to 
be fulfilled for the greatest number.  For the Baby Boomers it is preserving their legacy and that means 
making sure the boomers are not the last generation to live better than their parents.    
 
We offer 4 free tickets for every ticket in advance at $10.00 to be purchased by strangers that in 
turn help you with your dream or need.  This will require no effort on your part to benefit from 
the effort of strangers.  Many of the strangers are volunteers and simply work for expenses.  This 
allows us to help fulfill dreams by turning a $10.00 ticket into a growing $50.00 effort.  22,500 people 
with an advance ticket in Perry County, IL becomes 90,000 plus outside of Perry County. 
 
Governor Newsom offered $250 million for Homeless with Profits from 3 Movies.  A letter is sent 
to Governor Newsom where a high school junior offers fulfillment of a need to fund housing for the 
homeless.  Once again, we can only offer solutions.  Courage is the requirement for success.  
Government, faith-based groups, and or any large group that rely on what other people think about their 
actions have little chance when it comes to stepping outside their box.  The fear of failure is greater 
than the potential of success for most all political leaders or high position people in business.  The 
biggest killer of human life and the American Dream or the planet is not Global Warming or Climate 
Change.  It is Rickets of the Mind.  Problems are normal.  They are created by mankind and can be 
solved by mankind.  The challenge is to inspire thought, not tell people what to think.  Cure Rickets of 
the Mind with 1% of the people not with your current beliefs or needs and you will have the tools 
needed to fulfill your dream.  At no time in history was more than 1% of the U S population moving 
westward.   
 



20 Food Banks are Offered Profits on 3 Movies based on Ticket sales.  We have selected 20 Food 
Banks to be invited based on experts that have studied the subject.  If any refuse our offer, we simply 
put funds to work in other needs or add to those that accept our offer.  Kroger has a plan to end hunger 
where they have stores.  Their plan needs help.  That comes in the form of bundling with 60 million 
people impacted with student loan debt and other forms of debt along with 50 million people seeking 
affordable housing in this county that do not live where Kroger has a store that we help.  You do not 
solve any trillion-dollar problem with people that want to solve a trillion-dollar problem.  You solve it 
by bundling groups of people with trillion dollar wants and needs not related to your trillion-dollar 
want.  Make it a game in movies and TV and you will get there in less time and at a lower cost.   
 
Who wants a Pulitzer type story?  A boy with a learning disability creates 96 script outlines and 
story ideas for movies and TV.  Included is how to solve 3 trillion-dollar problems with the same 
dollar and how to create a competitive advantage for 2 or more Fortune 500 Companies in dozens 
of business areas.  By product for newspapers telling the story – Growth in your readership and 
advertising by 10% for most large papers.  Small and mid-size papers will grow by more than 10%.    
 
6 Billionaires vs 6 Millionaires vs 6 Kids in Who Can Create the Most Value on a $10.00 Movie 
Ticket.  One member of a team must have ties to a kid with a learning disability or a chronic illness.  
Why the one kid requirement?  This whole project and projects we engage in for the next 20 
years comes from the mind of a kid with a learning disability in a special class from age 6 to 12   
 
Texas vs U S in Who Can Create the Most Value on a $10.00 Movie Ticket.  All parties agree on 
time and effort with rules of engagement.  From there it is who can take human thought and turn it into 
its physical equivalency with several goals and check points.  Project contains prizes before reaching 
the goal of creating a Trillionaire.   
 
California and Guests vs Japan and Guests:  Who Can Create the Most Value on a $10.00 Movie 
Ticket.  Parties have a meeting to set the rules of engagement.  From there it is who can push the limit 
of human imagination to turn thought into reality and then put it in film.  Goal: Create a Trillionaire! 
 
20 Fortune 500 Companies Offered an Affordable Competitive Advantage for Years.  We start 
with FedEx and UPS with the opportunity since they were the first and the two best corporations to 
imagine what was being offered.  From there it is beverage companies, banks, auto manufactures, 
lodging, dining, insurance, real estate, retail, grocery, educational institutions, and more.  
 
Perry County Offered $3.9 million over 4 years to help pay bills on $10.00 movie tickets 
purchased in advance plus the sale of merchandise and sponsors.  Perry Co IL vs Cook Co IL 
offer is the opportunity to have all both counties and friends need or want from a financial standpoint.  
The offer is contained in movies, TV, musical play, books, radio, internet, and ways not invented over 
the next 20 years.  Einstein said, “Imagination is more important than knowledge.”  For that to happen, 
the American Adventure and the baby boomer legacy must be preserved.  Courage to enter the 
unknown with a $10.00 movie ticket in advance is the fastest, cheapest, and most productive way to 
grow any economy without the use of tax dollars or debt.  It is the mind that works with Artificial 
Intelligence to create a connection to the world that will lead to solving trillion-dollar problems.  The 
cost on the boomer’s part is 1% of their giving over 20 years to The Last Responders.  That sum is 
$300 Billion dollars.  The Last Responders have no salaries, no debt, no political or denominational 
religious agenda.  Mr. Ron Clark is the spokesperson, www.tlr.life     
 

http://www.tlr.life/


50 Small and Medium Size Towns and 6 large cities prepare a home for a Trillionaire with $10.00 
movie tickets in advance.  We offer a list of the 50 small and midsize towns at www.tlr.life as a 
starting point.  You may add to the list since most people invited will turn down the offer.  It is a sense 
of urgency combined with a big why in the form of a need or a dream that will determine the outcome.  
Your motto is SWSWSWN!  SOME WILL SOME WON’T SO WHAT NEXT!   
 
 
Friends of Man vs Friends of Walmart – Who can do any of the following – Cut Student Loan 
Debt in up to ½, Create Affordable Housing, End Hunger, Preserve the Baby Boomer Legacy 
which includes preserving the American Adventure that leads to fulfillment of the American 
Dream.  Rich Cambron, RC of North Little Rock, Arkansas has a talent.  He can do voices for an 
animated movie.  Friends of Walmart have millions of voices.  What if someone would take a dozen 
or so of Rich’s voices and put them in 3 movies with acting and animation plus invite the friends of 
Walmart to create a scene of value that would appear in movies and later a TV show.  The friends of 
both could then bundle in the third movie and solve trillion-dollar problems.  Go to www.tlr.life and 
click on “The Project”.  There you can see an animated family that can help fulfill dreams. 
 
3 Seconds of Jerry’s Life is worth more than most people can imagine starting with a million 
dollars for the Salvation Army of Dallas.  There are over 2,000 billionaires in the world.  Each has a 
few seconds or a few minutes that has a special place in their heart and mind.  The question is which of 
the few seconds or minutes has shaped not only their life but impacted millions of others as well.  In 
Make a Movie, Watch a Movie Jerry is asked to share his thoughts, memories, and impact around 3 
seconds of his life.  Jerry owns the Dallas Cowboys.  Is there 3 seconds or 3 minutes that can be told on 
film that has impacted your life and others.  A TV show where a billionaire and a non-billionaire is 
filmed.  The audience votes and a game of reality to create value is underway.    
 
Your Turn: Create a thought that can be turned into a scene.  After the first movie, members with 
a movie ticket in advance will be invited to create a thought that can be turned into 30 seconds of 
film that can lead to millions of dollars if selected to be in a movie with The Last Responders.    
Go to www.tlr.life and explore thoughts of others that may inspire you to come up with an idea that 
changes not only your life for the better but others as well.  Movie must be made with the original 
group of The Last Responders, spokesperson Ronald K. Clark.     
   
Your Pledge Sheet:  Your starting point on paper to fulfillment of a dream or want is a signed 
pledge and a personal goal written on paper with a time to reach the goal and what you plan to 
do to accomplish the goal.  When my son, Kyle was 9, he would ask adults to get out their list of goals 
in life.  How many do you think had a list?  His brother, Heath at 6 would hand adults an audio tape 
and tell them to listen to one of the most inspiring people he had ever heard.  Tapes would vary from 
Grant Taft, a football coach at Baylor University to Zig Zigler or Jim Rohn.  As for Kyle, only one 
person pulled out a list of goals in 10 years of asking.  One night an actor named Jim Carey on a late-
night talk show pulled out a check he had written himself for $20 million for acting in a movie.  Jim 
reached his goal.  You need to write out your list of goals with time and a plan to carry out your goal.  
If you do not have a goal, associate with people that do.  It will help you find a goal of value and 
maybe a purpose in your life.  Buy a $10.00 movie ticket in advance to improve your chances in 
finding your purpose and or establishing your goals. 
 
Contact: Ron Clark, not1rkc@gmail.com web: www.tlr.life – Stacey Diaz, diazstacey777@gmail.com   
Please text before calling 618-579-3608 for a time to talk.   
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